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Dear Designer,

As Giresun University Görele Faculty of Fine Arts, Graphic Design Department, we would 

like to inform you with regret that we will not be able to realize the opening ceremony of 

our design exhibition on the theme "What Unites Us?”, as a part of “April 27, World Design 

Day”, due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Accordingly, in these bad days, our need for hope and 

human values, such as, love, respect, peace, equality, health are increasing. Our motive as a 

team is that emphasizing these human values through design in these productive days that 

we spend at home will help to increase hope. For this reason, we have decided to display 

our exhibition as “Online”. Design works will be sent to us online as their copyrights are pro-

tected. After the preliminary evaluation process of design works, designers will be 

informed; in this context, the website link that design works exhibited, the digital participa-

tion certi�cate and the digital catalog will be sent to participants. It is planned by us to real-

ize the physical opening of our exhibition in a healthy time when the necessary physical 

conditions are met. In this process, the updated calendar and the contact information 

determined for you to participate in our online exhibition are speci�ed below. Thank you 

for your interest, we wish you healthy days at home �lled with design.

EXHIBITION CALL



Design works will be evaluated online by the ‘Evaluation Committee, and the participants who are 
entitled to participate in the exhibition will be noti�ed by e-mail. For this reason, the design works 
in dijital should be sent to goreleguzelsanatlar@gmail.com with the mentioned attachments below 
until 20 April 2020 at the latest.
Design works should be sent in JPEG format and in two di�erent formats, which are 72 dpi and 300 
dpi resolution.
Applications will be made via e-mail. Design �le, designer’s photo and a short biography will be 
sent to goreleguzelsanatlar@gmail.com.
The naming of the relevant �les will be done as in the following example: 
John Russell_Poster 
John Russell_Photo 
John Russell_Bio

Important Note: The design works that we have received so far have been included into the evalua-
tion within the scope of our “Online Exhibition” and the senders do not need to send �les again for 
participation. 
Deadline for Application: 20.04.2020
Announcement of Accepted Works: 25.04.2020
Exhibiting Design Works Online: 27.04.2020

Curators:
Seda Nur ATASOY, Dilek Nur ÜNSÜR

Organizing Committee Chairman: Seda Nur ATASOY
Organizing Committee: Aylin GÜNGÖR, Dilek Nur ÜNSÜR, Ekin Su KUZU, Mesut TANRIKULU
Communication Committee: Ekin Su KUZU, Dilek Nur ÜNSÜR
Design Committee: Mesut TANRIKULU, Aylin GÜNGÖR
Media Committee: Mesut TANRIKULU, Aylin GÜNGÖR, Ekin Su KUZU

Exhibition Evaluation Committee:
Ata Yakup KAPTAN
Agnieszka ZİEMİSZEWSKA
Aylin GÜNGÖR
Byoung Il SUN
Christopher SCOTT
Dilek Nur ÜNSÜR
Ekin Su KUZU 
Ferruh HAŞILOĞLU
Keith KITZ
Mesut TANRIKULU
Rikke HANSEN
Salih DENLİ
Seda Nur ATASOY
Zafer LEHİMLER

For more Information: http://ggsf.giresun.edu.tr


